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Toda Brackets in Differential Topology1)

A. Kosinski

It is well known-and indeed it is a basic link between differential topology and

homotopy theory - that every map of a manifold W into a sphère S can be obtained by
the Thom-Pontriagin construction on a framed submanifold W of M. The following
two questions arise then :

A. Given a submanifold Wa M, what maps M -+ S can be obtained by various
framings of W1

B. Given a map/: M->S, what manifolds M^can be so framed as to give/?
This paper discusses a spécial case of the second question. More precisely, we

deal hère with the problem of realizing Toda brackets ("secondary compositions")
by the Thom-Pontriagin construction. It turns out that under certain dimensional
restrictions Toda brackets oféléments in the image of Hopf-Whitehead homomorphism
J can be realized by framings of sphère bundles over sphères. We détermine the char-
acteristic élément of bundles which occur ; in some of the cases this turns out to be a

certain Samelson product. This provides an interesting relation between Toda brackets
and Samelson products from which one can dérive some results about Toda brackets
and some computation of non-zero Samelson products.

The results hâve also applications in differential topology. Namely, given a framed

sphère bundle over a sphère then a framed surgery "on a fibre" leads to a homotopy
sphère I in the image of the Milnor pairing. Moreover, I is certainly non-trivial
if the framing we started with yielded an élément not in the image /. Hence the method
of passing from Toda brackets not in the image /to non-trivial éléments of 0n.

The organization of the présent paper is as follows.
§1. introduces notation and gives methods of constructing reduced join of two

maps. A simple gênerai construction of an élément in a Toda bracket is also given
there. Main theorems are stated and proved in section 2, the proofs however dépend
on a proposition proved in section 3. In section 4 we dérive some corollaries for the
stable case and give some applications. Section 5 discusses Samelson products and

gives construction of sphère bundles over sphères with Samelson products as char-
acteristic éléments.

1. Notation and General Constructions

We will, in gênerai, adopt the conventions of [4]. Rn will dénote the «-dimensional

* This work was partially supported by NSF Grant GP11468
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Euclidean space; jR+, jR_ will dénote the non-negative, resp. non-positive, part of
the real line. Sn will stand for the unit sphère and Dn+1 for the unit bail in Rn+1,

zo (—1, 0, ...,0) will be the base point of Sn. Sn will be oriented by the map
\l/n : Rn -» S n - z0 given by

"x2 2Xl 2x»

We will also need the map rn:(Dn, Sn~1)-^(Sn, z0) given by

for*2<l, t24X 1 X

The upper (resp. lower) hémisphère of Sn will be denoted Sn+ (resp. Sn). "Upper"
will refer to the last coordinate.

If a and fi are k xk and nxn matrices then ||a; /?|| will be the notation for the

{n +k) x (n +k) matrix || ô^||. Ik will dénote the unit k x k matrix.
If W is a submanifold of dimension n —p of Rn and F a framing of its normal

bundle then the Thom-Pontriagin construction yields a map (Sn, zo)-+(Sp, z0), we
will dénote this map t W, F).

Letf:Sn->Sp,g:Sm-»Sq. Then fxg:Sn+m^Sp+q is the reduced join of /
and g as defined in [1 ].

Suppose we are given submanifolds W, V of Rn, Rm respectively with framings
F, G. The submanifold W x Va Rm+n has then a natural framing FxG.

1.1. PROPOSITION, t(Wx V, FxG) t(W,F)xt(V, G).

Proof. Let N be a tubular neighborhood of JFin Rn, M a tubular neighborhood of
V in Rm, and KczNxM a tubular neighborhood of WxVin RnxRm. Consider a

product structure on Sp+q-z0 given by ij/p+q:Rp xRq Rp+q->Sp+q. According
to [1, 3.3], in terms of this product structure, t(W, F) x t(V, G) is given by

t(W F)xt(V G) (x y) -t{W, t) x t\v, U) {x, y) -
On the other hand

x V F x
z0 for(

Since both définitions yield obviously homotopic maps, the proposition follows.
Remark. A similar proposition has been proved by Kervaire in [4, 1.11]. There

is however a wrong sign in his paper. See also [8, §6].
The following proposition is due to Toda [7, proof of4.6] :
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1.2 PROPOSITION. Assume that ocenp+h(Sh), fienq+k(Sk)9 yenr+l(Sl) satisfy
axj5=0, fixy 0 and let At and Bt be null homotopies ofaxfi and fixy respectively.
Then axBt can be interpretedas a map ofthe upper hémisphèreof Se9 e =p +h+q+k+
+r + / + ï, andAt xyas îhe map of the lower hémisphère of SE so that together they yielda

Suppose now that a t(Wp9Fp)9 fi t(Wq9Fq)9 y t(Wr,Fr), WpczRp+h9

WqaRq+k9 WrczRr+l. Assume that axfi 0 and fi xy 0. By Proposition 1.1 this

implies that (Wp xWq9FpxFq) bounds (Vp+q+l9 G), Vp+q+iczRP+h xRq+k xR+9
and {WqxW\ FqxFr) bounds (Vq+r+i, H), Vq+r+lcRq+k xRr+1 xR+. Imbed now
Rp+hxRq+kxR+ in Rp+h xRq+k xRr+l xR+ by a map (x, y, t)-> (x, y, 0, -1) and
Rq+kxRr+rxR+ in Rp+hxRq+kxRr+lxR+ by a map (y, z, t)- (0, y, z, t). Thèse

imbeddings exhibit (Vp+q+1 xW, GxFr) and (Wp xVq+r+1, FpxH) as framed
submanifolds with boundary of Rp+h+q+k+r+l xR_, RP+h+q+k+r+i xR+ respectively.
Moreover, since ô(Vp+q+1 x W) d(Wp x Vq+r+l)= Wp x Wq x W\ and both
framings GxFr,FpxH restrict on the boundary to FpxFqx Fr9 we obtain naturally
a manifold W=Vp+q+1 xWr u wp xVq+r+1 aRp+h+q+k+r+l xR with a framing F.

By proposition 1.2 we hâve

1.3 THEOREM. t(W, F)e(-l)e{Ek+la, Ep+h+lp, Ep+h+q+ky}9 e

+{p+h+q +k)r.

2. Main Theorems

If a, fi, y are in the image of the Hopf-Whitehead homomorphism / then one can
take sphères as Wp, Wq, Wr and it turns out that it is possible to détermine what can be

taken as Win the Theorem 1.3.

More precisely let aenp(SOh), fienq(SOk% yeu^O^ and set a' t(Sp9 F(a)),
fi' t (Sq, F(fi))9 y' t(Sr9 F(y)) where vectors of F((x) at a point x are rows of the
matrix a (x) and F(fi), F(y) are defined analogously.

The natural homomorphisms n^SOj)-* n^SO) will be denoted hère (Uj) and

r(a,^y)willstandfor(-l)£{^fc+V, Ep+h+lfi\ Ep+h+k+qy'},e (p+h) q + (p+h +
+q+k) r. If Àenp(SOq+1), fi€nr(SOq+l) then <A, ^> will dénote the Samelson

product of A and fi. Notice that according to [4,1.8 and the footnote on p. 346]

Ek+W (- 1)* £fc+/(((- l)*-1^ Ja) (- l)'-""1 Ek+lJa

and similarly for suspensions of fi' and /, where s% is the &-times iterated suspension
in the homotopy groups of the orthogonal group. Therefore T(oc9 fi, y) is a Toda
bracket of certain éléments in Im J.
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In the following three theorems it will be assumed that

2.1 h + k^p + q + 2, k + l^q + r + 2

2.2 a' x j8' 0, pr x y' 0. (i.e. Joe x Jfi 0, Jfi x Jy 0)

E{Ç) will dénote the total space of the sphère bundle with characteristic map £.

2.3 THEOREM. If(p9 k)9 (p9 q)9 (r, k)9 (r, q) are surjective then there exist
éléments X'enp{SOq\ n'enr(SOq) satisfying

s%+ka + 4+kA' 0, s%+ky + 4+V 0, 2.31

and such thatfor a certainframing F

t(E((ti9 A», F) e T(a, p9 y)9 where A s*X'9 \x s*//.

2.4 THEOREM. If (q9h), (q,p), (r,k)9 (r9q) are surjective then there exist
éléments X' e nq (SOp)9 p! e nr (SO) satisfying

sJ+*£ + sl+hX' 0, s%+ky + s1/V 0 2.41

and such thatfor a certainframing F

2.5 THEOREM. If(q,p), (q, r), (q9 /), (q, h)9 (p, r), (p91) are surjective and

JocxJy O then there are éléments X enq (SOr)9 \jl e nv (SOr) satisfying

s*+lP + 4+ïA' 0, sr*+l<x + sl+y 0 2.51

andsuch thatfor a certainframing F

t(E((X9 /i», F)e T(oc9 fi9 y)9 where k s*A', \i s*//.

Proofof23 By Theorem 1.3 an élément of T(a, /?, y) can be realized by a framing
of W=Vp+q+1xSrvSpxVq+r+1. By 3.1 we can take as Vp+q+1 the manifold
SpxSqufADp'¥1xSq where X satisfies 2.31. Similarly, as Vq+r+1 we can take

SqxSrvuSqxDr+i. Recall that /a(jc,j) (x, A(x)-j) and//i(j,z) (/^(z)->;, z).

Therefore W=DP+1 xSq xSrufjL tiSpxSqxDr+1 where/Aj/i(x,j;, z)=

Applying 5.2 we see that FF is an £*-bundle over sp+r+1 with characteristic
élément </*, A>.

Proofof'2.4 We proceed as in the proof above. As Fp+<ï+1 we take SpxSqufX
SpxDq+l and as F€+r+1 we take SqxSrvffiSqxiy+ï where A, /* satisfy 2.41 and
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xDr+1 where/AjM (x9y,z)= (/T1 (//(z)^)-x, fi(z)-y, z). Set W=SP xDq+î xSru/A
SpxSq xDr+1 where/, „(*,y, z^r1^)^) •*,;>, 4

We claim that W and W are diffeomorphic. For consider the îdentity map of the

"right hand half", ^x^x^1, of W onto the nght hand half of W. This map
induces on the boundary of SpxDq+1 xSr the diffeomorphism /; ^o/^. This
diffeomorphism however sends (x, y, z) to (x, fi(z)-y9 z) and therefore extends over
Sp xDq+1 xSr. Hence Wand W are diffeomorphic.

Now, Wvs> an Sp-sphere bundle over sp+r+1 and by 3 2 îts charactenstic élément

Proofofl 5 Again, proceeding as above we obtain
W=SpxDq+1xSruUicSpxDq+1xSr9

where/K A(x, y, z) (K(y)'X"y, X~l{y) z) and4+^+4+U' 0, 4+*£+4+V=0
However, now W îs not a sphère bundle over a sphère. We will thus construct a
framed cobordism between PFand a desired bundle.

We can consider W as one of the boundanes of Wx[0, 1] and we attach to
SpxDq+1xSr the product Dp+l xDq+1 xSr by a map (x, y, z)->(x,y, ju(x)-z),
where $î"Ha+j'î+V=0, fi s*n'. It îs not difficult to check that our assumptions
allow an application of 3.1 to conclude that the frammg of Sp x 0 x Sr can be extended

over Dp+i xO xS\ This last set îs a déformation retract of Dp+1 xDq+1 xSr, hence

we eventually obtain a framed cobordism between W and the other boundary of the
cobordism. This other boundary îs E=Dp+i xSqxSrvg SpxDq+1 xSr where

g'(x, y, z) (K(y)-x, y, A"1(#y)-/i(x)-z). The same construction as in the proof of 2.4
shows that E îs diffeomorphic toDp+1 xSqxSrugSp xDq+i xSr where g (x, y, z)
(x, y, (À ~1(y)'fi(x))-z). By 5.2 £is an r-sphere bundle over Sp+q+1 with charactenstic
élément <A, fi}. This concludes the proof of 2.5.

3. Framings ofproducts ofsphères

Let SpczRp+1czRp+h9SqcRq+1czRq+k be the standard îmbeddmgs. We will
coordinatize the normal bundle to Sp by vectors v, v2, vh where v îs the unit
outwards normal to Sp in Rp+1 and v2, vh are coordinate vectors in Rh~ii Rp+h

ftp+i XRh-i Similanly, the coordmates in the normal bundle to Sq will be given by

Let (xenp(SOh% penq(SOk), we hâve a frammg F(a, jS) of Sp xSqcRp+h xRq+k

given in terms of v — w coordinateds by rows of the matnx || a, P ||.

Let yfsnq{SOp) and fY:Ô(Sp xDq+1)^SpxSq be given by fy(x9y)=(y(y)-x,y)
where y=J*/. If/?+^+2^A+A: then/y extends to an imbedding of SpxDq+i m
Rp+hxRq+kxR+. Let V7 be the resulting sub-manifold, î.e. F^^x^u^^x
xDq+1czRp+hxRq+kxR+. Can we choose y' so that F(a,fi) extends over Ky? The

purpose of this section is to prove the following
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3.1 PROPOSITION. Assume that
(a) h+k^p + q+2,
(b) nq (SOh) -? nq (SO) and nq (SOp) -> nq (SO) are surjective,
(c) /ax/j8 0.

Then there exists y'enq (SOp) satisfying
(d) 4+*£+4+V 0

and ify' is so chosen then F (ce, /?) extends over Vr
Remarks.
3.11 By [1, 3.2] JaxJp=±{Js%ai)o(Jsl+hp). Therefore assuming, say, p^q the

condition (c) is certainly satisfied unless either q 1 and/? 8,s or 8.s — 1, or/? # 1, 3, 7

[6, 7.5].
3.12 Assumep^q, butnot/? <7=l, 3, 7, a.ndh^p + 1, k^q + \. This implies that

both (a) and (b) are satisfied and (d) simplifies to s^P +4y'=0.
If, in addition, q>\ then by 3.11 the condition (c) will be satisfied too.
Proof. Consider first the framing F (y) of Sp x Sq given at (x, y) by the rows of the

matrix || y (y)9 Ik\\ where yenq(SOh) is such that

(i) sJ+*y + 4+V 0.

We claim that F(y) extends over Vr An extension is found in two steps. First we
extend F(y) over a neighborhood of (x0) xDq+1.To achieve this, notice that a tangent
framing of Sp xSq given by twisting the standard framing by \\y(y), Iq+i\\ extends

over Vy\ the extension is precisely the image of the standard framing of Sp xDq+1
under the imbedding map. Now, notice that the normal framing F(y) together
with the restriction of the just extended tangential framing yields a map w:Sq->
-+SOp+h+k+q+1 which is null homotopic by (i). The tangential framing above

gives a map Sq-+ Vp+h+q+k+ltp+q+1 which equals now where n:SOp+h+k+q+1-*
-*J/p+/»+<z+*+i, p+q+i is the projection of the fibration SOp+h+k+q+1/SOh+k. To extend

F(y) over a neighborhood of x0 xDq+1 we hâve then to find a null-homotopy of w
which covers a null homotopy of n o w given by the extension of the tangential framing
over x0 xDq+1. But this is possible since, by (a), q<h+k and so nq(SOp+h+q+k+u
SOh+k)=0.

The second step consists in completing the extension over the complément of
SpxSqv fy (x0) xDq+lin Vr To achieve this notice first that Sp x Sq c Rp+h x Rq+k is

a boundary of a standardly imbedded Dp+1 xSq in Rp+h xRq+k xR_ and that F(y)
certainly extends over Dp+1 xSq. However Vy u Dp+x x Sq is an imbedded sphère and

by [5, proof of 3.1] every framing of a complément of an open dise in an imbedded
sphère extends over that dise, provided that h +k ^p +q+2, which we assumed in (a).
This concludes the extension.

Now, at the point (x,y)eSpxdDq+1 which corresponds to (y(y)-x9 y)eSpxSq
we hâve also the frame of F(<x9 fi) given by rows of \\<x(y(y)'x); p(y)\\. Therefore
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extending F (ce, /?) amounts to extending the map $:d(Sp xDq+1)-+SOh+k given by

(x, y)^ \\y(y); Air1 HyOO-*); £0011 II?"1 (y); P(y)\\ - Hy(yyx); ik\\.

over SpxDq+1.
First, define maps </>l5 (j)2:d(SpxDq+1)-^SOh+k by <p1(x,y)=\\y~i(y

(j)2 (x, y)= \\ciL{y{yy x)\ Ik\\. Then ^ will extend over Sp x Dq+1 if y satisfies

(ii) sly slp.

On the other hand since y is a suspension there is xoeSp such that for ail
y(y)-xo xo. Thus <j>2(x0, y)= ||a(;c0), Ik\\ =Ik+h for we can assume ct(xo) Ih. Hence

02 extends trivially over xoxDq+1 and to complète the extension of <j> we hâve to
extend (j)2 over the complément ofd(Sp xDq+1)uxoxDq+î.

Let g:Dp xDq+1 ->Sp xDq+1 be given by g(x,y) (xp(x\y) where zp:Dp->Sp is

a relative homeomorphism shrinking the boundary of Dp to a point. Let œ:Sp+q-+

SOh+k be a composition of g | d(DpxDq+1) with 02- Then </>2 will extend if œ is

null-homotopic.
This is certainly the case if/? +q — 2, 4, 5, 6, mod 8. To deal with the case/? +# 3

mod 4 notice that (w co1oco2 where œi:Sp^SOh+k equals ^a and œ2:Sp+q-+Spis
given by

(x,y)edDp xDq+1

Ux) if (x,y)eDp xÔDq+l

Now, co2 is of finite order except, possibly, when/? is even. However for/? even œx

is in the (stable) group np(SOh+li) of finite order. Therefore œ is always of finite order
which implies that it is null homotopic since np+q(SOh+k) is cyclic infinité for p +q 3

mod 4.

There remains the case/?+# 0, 1 mod 8. One sees easily using (iii) and [4, 1.8]

that co2=±Jy' where y'enq(SOp) is such that s+y' y. Hence (o=±sk*oicJy' and,

by [6, 7.5]

Jco + (Jsloc)oEh+kJyf ± (JsJoOoOfri+V).

However, by (i) and (ii) sl+kyf sP<+hp and we hâve

Jœ

by [1, 3.2]. Thus /co 0 and, since /is a monomorphism in the case under considération,

we hâve co 0. This shows that if y', y satisfy (i) and (ii) then F (a, P) can be

extended over Vr
To show that they can be so found notice, first, that since nq(SOp)^> nq(SOp+k+h)

is surjective, in view of (a) and (b), it is possible to find y'enq(SOp) so that (d) is

satisfied. Now, it follows from (a) and (b) that it is possible to find y satisfying(i). Then
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(i) and (d) together imply

which is équivalent to (ii) by (a). This concludes the proofof 3.1.

The following useful remark can be extracted from the above proof.
Let ^ : ô (Sp x Dq+*) -> SOk be given by xj/ (x, y) || a (y (y) • x) ||, where a : Sp -» SOh9

y:Sq-*SOp+1, y=s*y\xeSpiyeSq. Wehavethen
3.2 The only obstruction to extending \j/ over Sp xDq+i is the homotopy class of

ccoJy'enp+q(SOh).

4. Applications

First, we will restate theorems 2.3-2.5 in a less gênerai but much simpler form.
Let ocenp(SOp+h), Penq(SOq+k), yenr(SOr+t) and assume
4.1 h, k, />1, it is neither/7 ^=l, 3, 7norr #=l, 3, 7.

Under those assumptions we hâve

4.3 THEOREM. An élément of {/a, //?, Jy} can be realized by a framing of a
sphère bundle over a sphère where

(a) ifp^q^rthen we hâve a qsphere bundle over Sp+r+1 with characteristicélément
<4-'-|+1y,4"'-*+1«>

(b) ifp^q^rthen we hâve ap-sphere bundle over S q+r+1 with characteristic élément

(si-q~k+ip)oJsl-r-l+1y
(c) ifq^p^r but not p r=l, 3, 7 then we hâve an r-sphere bundle over Sp+q+l

with characteristic élément isriP~h+ 1<x, s%~q~~k+i £>.
This leaves out cases p^q^r and q^r^p which can however be obtained from

(b) and (c), respectively, by interchanging/? and r.
The theorem follows immediately from 2.3-2.5; for case (c) use also 3.11. (Notice

that by [2] (ij) is surjective if i<2j-2 providedj> 13. This fact allows to use 2.3-2.5
to dérive information about Toda brackets of éléments in the meta-stable range).

Now, let x=max (p, q, r) and let y, z be the remaining two numbers.

4.4 THEOREM. Ifx>y+z+2 and y, z>l then {/a, /j8, Jy] =0 mod the indeter-

minacy
Proof The proof is based on the following facts :

(i) Every framing of SpxSq yields an élément of Im / except, perhaps, when

^=£=1,3,7, (This is due to Novikov.)
(ii) {a, /?, y o(5} 3 {a, P,y}oô and similarily for compositions with other éléments

in the bracket (Toda).
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(iii) If ef is a generator of n^SO) and rjj générâtes nj+1(Sj) then e8s_1o>/8s^1

e8sJ e8s_ of/8s_ Ofy8s e8s+i (Kervaire).
We can restrict ourselves to considération of Toda brackets of generators of Im /

and to the case when/?, q, r are congruent to 0, 1, 3, 7 mod 8. Now (ii) and (iii) show
that {Joe, Jfi, Jy} Tcontains a composition with {Jccr, Jfi', Jy'} T' where dimensions
of a', /?', y' are 3 or 7 mod 8. Moreover, T' will satisfy the relation x>y+z. By 4.3 an
élément of T' can be realized by a framing of an x-sphere bundle over an (y +z +1)-
sphere, hence of a stable bundle. But a stable bundle which is a 7r-manifold must be a

product. We conclude that an élément of T' can be realized by a framing of
Sx xSy+z+1. Since y +z> 10 (i) implies that an élément of T'is in Im /, more precisely
inJx+y+z+1 where the numbers x,y, z are 3 or 7 mod8. However x+y+z + l=2,6
mod 8 in such a case and i8s+2 ^8s+6==0. Hence T' will always contain zéro and so

will rwhich either equals T' or contains a composition of T' with either n or n1. This
concludes the proof of 4.4.

Remark. The dimensional restrictions in 4.4 can be somewhat relaxed, at the

expense of more detailed analysis, however things do go wrong in low dimensions :

{rj,v,rj} v2^0.
To give an example of commutations we begin with the foliowing

4.5 COROLLARY. Let oc, fi, y be as in 4.3 (a) and assume that it is not q=
p+r + l=3,l.If{Ja,Jp,Jy}nJp+q+r+1=0then<srr-l+1y,sl-p^

Proof. It follows from 4.3 (a) that an élément Ç of {Joe, Jfl, Jy} can be represented
by a framing of a ^-sphère bundle over *Sp+r+1 with the above product as the charac-
teristic élément. If this bundle is trivial then by 4.4(i) (e Jp+q+r+ x

4.6 EXAMPLE. Let 0Len1{SO9), pens(SO10), yen3(SOs) be chosen so that
Ja a, jp arj9 Jy rj. Since {<r9 arj, v} is a single élément and not in J19, 4.5 implies

4
Set £=£«4?, a», E is an 8-sphere bundle over S11. Let t(E)czIïi9 dénote the

set of éléments obtainable by ail possible framings of E. Then t(E) n19. For IJi9 is

the direct sum of Jl9 and of the subgroup generated by {a, an, v}. Since E bounds a

parallelelizable manifold, t(E)^> J19. But4.3(a) implies that {a, <rrj,v} can be realized

by a framing of E and the remark follows. I do not know whether there does always
exist such a "universal manifold" (for the part of 17k with trivial Kervaire
invariant).

Let E be so framed as to realize {cr, an, v}. By a framed surgery on a fibre we
obtain a homotopy sphère I and it is not difficult to show that IeI{E\ the inertia

group of E. Since {a, ar\, v} is not in J19,1 does not bound a parallelizable manifold.
Hence we hâve another counter-example to a conjecture of Novikov (that t(I(W))c
c Im / if Wis a ^-manifold). A theorem of W. Browder implies that I{E) E.
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5. Samelson products

We give hère, first, a représentation of Samelson-James product [3] of two maps
(x:Sp-+G,p:Sq^>G, where G is a group, as a certain map <a, p} : Sp+q -» G and then
use it to give a simple construction of sphère bundles over sphères with the charact-
eristic élément a Samelson product.

Let <x:(Sp,z0)-+(G9e),p:(Dq,dDq)-+(G,e) be two maps. Define a map
(/)ap:SpxDq-+G by (/>aP(x,y) (x-l(x)p(y)oc(x). Notice that <t>aP(x,y) e if
(x9y)eô(SpxDq). Therefore for an arbitrary imbedding SpxDq-+Sp+q the map
</>aP induces a map Sp+q-+G. We choose the standard imbedding and dénote the
induced map <a, /?>. Clearly, the homotopy class of <a, /?> dépends only on the

homotopy classes of a and p.

5.1 PROPOSITION. <a, p} is the Samelson product ofoc and p.
Proof. We can assume that cc(x) e for xeSt. Let \p:Sp-+G be the trivial map:

\p(x) e. Obviously <|p, p'1} is null-homotopic. On the other hand <|p, j^"1) +<a, /?>

is the homotopy class of the map (j>:Sp+q-+G given by

j8"1(y)a"1(x)j8(y)a(x) if z (x, y)eSp+ x Dq

Since (j> is the Samelson product of a and P, the proof is complète.
Remark. Let i:SpxDq-^Sp+q and let <a, P)t:Sp+q->G be the map constructed

as above using /. One can show that

where t(i):Sp+q-+Sq is the map corresponding to i via the Thom-Pontriagin
construction.

In particular, if /1 Sp x 0 is the standard imbedding then

where y e np (SOq) gives the twist of the normal bundle of i (Sp x 0).

Now, let Sn SpxDq+1KjDp+1 x sq,p+q + l =n be the standard décomposition
of^S".

Let oc:Sp->SOr+l,P:Sq^SOr+1. We will construct an Sr bundle over S" by

glueingSpxDq+1xSrtoSpxSqxSrby the map

(x, y, z) h> (x, y, jï(30-2), (x, y)ed(Sp x Dq+1).

and Dp+1 xSqxSr to 5P x S* x Sr by the map

(x, y, z) h+ (x, j, a(x)-z), (x, y)ed(Dp+1 x Sq).

The same bundle is is also obtained by glueing
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Sp x Dq+i x Sr to Dp+x x Sq x Sr by the map ofthe boundaries

(x, y, z) h-» (x, y, <x~1(x)-p(y)-z).

The projection n : E -* Sn is given by n (x, y, z) (x, y).

5.2 PROPOSITION. The characteristic élément ofthe bundle E is <<x, £>.
Proof. We will assume that in the coordinates in Sn — z0 given by ij/n, SpxDq+1

corresponds to a tubular neighborhood ofthe unit/?-sphere in the first/? +1 coordinates.

Let A Sn- vSp xj)q+1. A is then an «-dise and the boundary of A contains

"one-half" ofthe boundary of Sp xDq+\ precisely Sp x S%.

We will assume that f$ is concentrated on S%, i.e. P(y) e, xeSt. We can then

trivialize n "1 (A) by the map t1:AxSr-+n~1 (A) given by

._f(w,z) iïueA-Sp xDq+1,
hyu, z) - jjX) y9 a(x).zj if u (x, 3,)6sp x^1.
Let B Cl(Sn-A). Then 5ci)p+1 xS'9 and n~l(B) is trivialized by t2:BxSr-+

1 (i?), f2 (^> J> z) ^ (^j ^5 z)- Hence r J1/1 : ôA x Sr -? 55 x /Sr is given by

(x)'z) ifu=(x,y)eô(SpxDq+i)nr\dA
Sp x S€+

Using 5.1 we see that the characteristic élément of E is <a, /?>.
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